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Abstract—Widespread and mature practice of model-driven
engineering is leading to a growing number of modeling artifacts
and challenges in their management. Model clone detection
(MCD) is an important approach for managing and maintaining
modeling artifacts. While its counterpart in traditional source
code development, code clone detection, is enjoying popularity
and more than two decades of development, MCD is still in its
infancy in terms of research and tooling. We aim to develop
a portal for model clone detection, MoCoP, as a central hub
to mitigate adoption barriers and foster MCD research. In
this short paper, we present our vision for MoCoP and its
features and goals. We discuss MoCoP’s key components that
we plan on realizing in the short term including public tooling,
curated data sets, and a body of MCD knowledge. Our longer
term goals include a dedicated service-oriented infrastructure,
contests, and forums. We believe MoCoP will strengthen MCD
research, tooling, and the community, which in turn will lead
to better quality, maintenance, and scalability for model-driven
engineering practices.

Index Terms—model-driven engineering, model clone detec-
tion, model analytics, software maintenance, model management,
model repositories.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing volume and complexity of software sys-
tems has led academia and industry to explore methodolo-
gies to better facilitate the engineering and maintenance of
those systems. Model-driven engineering (MDE) is one such
methodology. However, as MDE practices mature, the volume
and complexity of its corresponding artifacts, notably mod-
els, transformations, and modeling languages is increasing in
kind. This manifests itself in industrial practice in individual
companies [1], [2], as well as in the open source domain,
and academic repositories [1], [3], [4]. Taking also model
evolution into account, large-scale MDE practitioners have
to deal increasingly with legacy models and ecosystems [5].
This necessitates scalable techniques for model management;
in particular, organizing, searching, reusing, maintaining, ana-
lyzing, synthesizing, and visualizing these large and complex
set of artifacts and ecosystems.

Management of MDE artifacts has manifested itself as a
crucial focus of both emerging model repositories and model
management research. The latter involves a wide range of tech-
niques. Model management is a high-level concept in which
entire models and their relationships can be manipulated using
operators to achieve useful outcomes [6], [7] or made con-
sistent with respect to other models [8]. Issues within model
management are addressed by researchers through increasingly

popular model portals/repositories, which are an important step
and challenge in furthering model-driven solutions [9]. Model
repositories allow convenient web-based interfaces to store,
version control, retrieve, and analyze MDE artifacts.

Model clone detection (MCD) is one form of model man-
agement. Models, or their fragments, which are similar accord-
ing to some similarity measure, are identified by model clone
detectors to infer valuable insights into understanding un-
derlying ecosystems, their quality, maintainability, and more.
The analogous source code clone detection (CCD) has been
experiencing popularity for over two decades [10]. CCD, an
established form of source code analysis and manipulation, is
very important in software development. In contrast to CCD,
there has been only limited volume of research and a lack of
much available, usable, and mature tooling for MCD. There
has even been a drop in MCD research in recent years despite
the benefits it has provided to industry [11].

There are several challenges hampering the advancement
and adoption of MCD techniques. These challenges include,

∙ A lack of available, usable, mature, open source tooling
for MCD

∙ Approaches/tools that are specific to certain modeling
languages, and difficult to apply to different types of
models

∙ Having no curated data sets, standard corpora or bench-
marks, and only a limited set of comparative studies

∙ There being no repository or portal allowing others to
experiment/use/evaluate model clone detectors, nor any
body of knowledge for MCD research

∙ End user usability and researcher reproducibility
In this paper, we propose tackling these challenges and

promoting MCD research and practice through creation of a
model clone portal (MoCoP) for disseminating MCD tools,
data sets, knowledge, and more. We begin the paper with Sec-
tion II by providing background on MCD concepts, literature,
and tools. Section III presents related model repositories and
initiatives. We describe the important features of MoCoP and
provide illustrations of it in Section IV. We conclude the paper
and discuss next steps in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND - MODEL CLONE DETECTION

MCD is a form of model comparison that involves identify-
ing sets of similar model elements [12]. Model clone detectors
measure similarity in a variety of ways including graphical
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analysis [13] or inference based on models’ underlying textual
representations [14]. Analogously to traditional CCD, there
are multiple types of model clones to detect [14], [15]: 1)
type 1, identical model clones; 2) type 2, renamed model
clones; 3) type 3, near-miss model clones; and 4) type 4,
semantically equivalent clones. MCD is available for multiple
different modeling languages, with Simulink being the most
prevalent [13], [14], [16]. UML models are also a growing tar-
get for MCD [15], [17]. More recently, researchers are working
on approaches for MCD in EMF metamodels [18], and model
transformation languages [19]. The information provided by
model clone analysis includes pattern clustering [11], [20], anti
pattern detection [21], security and quality analysis [22], [23],
and more. Evaluation techniques for model clone detectors are
relatively sparse [24], which is one of the benefits of creating
a portal as proposed in this paper.

A. Volume of MCD Research and Available Tooling

Compared to CCD, MCD is not getting much attention in
the literature. For instance, the venue International Workshop
on Software Clones with its 13 iterations contains an over-
whelming majority of CCD papers, while only a handful of
MCD papers. Additionally, MCD research and tooling seems
to be in decline in recent years; and there is only limited
focused knowledge about the core of the concepts, elements,
mechanisms and practices of MDE (except, for instance, the
one by Stephan et al. [12]). In pursuit of building an MCD
body of knowledge, similar in style, but more focused than
the in-progress Model-Based Software Engineering Body of
Knowledge [25], as a long term goal, we have been perform-
ing a systematic literature study. Considering the scope of
this paper, we provide some early metrics that quantitatively
support our concerns about MCD research. Covering other
repositories for other technical spaces; for example, database
schemas and ontologies; and complementary techniques, such
as snowballing, is future work.

For the data in this paper, we follow the basic protocol
of (1) searching in Google Scholar using the string {”clone
detection” AND (model OR diagram OR design OR pattern)}
over the years 1999-2018, (2) manually inspecting each search
result with respect to our inclusion criteria and (3) reporting
the numbers. Our inclusion criteria include papers that (a) can
be scientific articles or theses, (b) explicitly address models
or comparable artifacts such as diagrams as first class data
entities, and (c) explicitly contribute to model clone detection
literature. These criteria led to the exclusion of, for instance,
code clone detection techniques using an intermediate model
extracted from the code, and model comparison techniques
with no explicit/direct application presented in MCD context.

Figure 1 presents the numbers from our preliminary inves-
tigation. The Y-axis represents the number of search results
and papers: the grey bars represents the total number of search
results we retrieved from Google Scholar, and the black bar
represents the total number of articles we identified as MCD
literature via manual inspection. We see the number of search
results undergoes an upward trend across the years. Since most

of the results involved code clone detection, and therefore were
excluded by us in our survey, we suspect code clone detection
literature is increasing in volume. MCD literature emerges in
2006, has relatively small volume, and experiences decline
after its peak in 2014. We also marked the introduction of
prominent tools along the years. We identify some adoption
obstacles with the tools: CloneDetective/ConQAT (2008) is
discontinued and replaced with a commercial tool for non-
academic use; ModelCD (2009) is not available at all; Simone
(2012) is available upon request and through a FreeBSD
license; MQlone (2013) is available closed-source and with
very limited functionality in the MACH toolset; and SAMOS
(2018) is not published nor mature yet.
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Fig. 1. Google Scholar Search Results versus MCD Articles

III. RELATED WORK - SOFTWARE MODEL PORTALS AND

OTHER INITIATIVES

In this section we describe other portals and related initia-
tives from which we draw inspiration.

A. Software Model Portals

∙ The open models initiative aims to provide a platform
to develop conceptual and other types of models col-
laboratively for open public development, use, and dis-
tribution [26]. It acts as a central hub for the model-
ing community with an infrastructure supporting model
development, teaching, and research. The lack of open
source software development practices in modeling is ob-
served by the authors. They plan to mitigate ”reinventing
the wheel” by providing better tried and tested models,
domain expert knowledge, easy integration and reuse.
The open model approach also serves as a test-bed for
investigating the effects of conceptual modeling and open
models on open source software development.
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∙ MDEForge is an extensible modeling framework to sup-
port the discovery and reuse of existing modeling artifacts
such as models, transformations, and domain specific
languages [4]. The lack of these in current MDE practice
has been identified by the authors as an issue hampering
wide adoption of MDE, leading to the development of
these artifacts from scratch. They present an extensible
service-based repository for storing, querying, managing
and reusing modeling artifacts in a convenient manner via
a REST API. It supports the modeling community with
the modular and collaborative nature of the repository,
where new artifacts and tools, in the form of services,
can be integrated easily into the repository.

∙ Repository for Model-Driven Development (ReMoDD) is
a repository for improving MDE research, productivity,
and learning [27]. It incorporates MDE case studies
using graphical and specification models. It includes other
related artifacts such as reusable transformations, source
code of models’ implementations, example models re-
flecting good and bad practices, exercises and other ped-
agogical materials for teaching modeling, and benchmark
models for the testing and evaluation of MDE techniques.
ReMoDD further provides a web-based interface for
searching and browsing the repository, as well as a forum
for the community interaction.

∙ models-db provides a UML repository for UML models,
images, and design metrics with search functionalities
via the web interface. It is intended to aid researchers
in performing empirical experiments on the models. It
currently hosts the Lindholmen dataset [3].

B. Other Initiatives

∙ Apromore process analytics portal: Apromore addresses
the increasing number of process models being created
by organizations, and the challenges in dealing with con-
sulting, updating, and reusing these collections of models
over long periods of time by various stakeholders [28].
It provides facilities to analyze, maintain, and exploit
process models using advanced techniques such as MCD.
It has an open source service-oriented architecture for
usability and extendability by the modeling community.

∙ CCD benchmarks: Benchmarks are considered as means
to advance the state of the art in software engineer-
ing [29]. The idea of using curated data sets and bench-
marks in CCD research for comparing and evaluating
the tools has been explored to some extent by various
researchers as well [30]. Several benchmarks exist in the
literature, ranging from one by Bellon et al. [31] to Big-
CloneBench [32] from Roy et al. The latter contains more
than eight million manually validated clones within over
25,000 open-source Java systems. The former triggered
various empirical studies, such as the one by Charpentier
et al. on clone classification and manual labelling [33].

∙ Data Science and Machine Learning portals: Another
related platform is kaggle1, a very popular crowd-sourced

1https://www.kaggle.com/

platform to attract, train, and challenge data scientists. It
provides data sets, contests, and an overall medium for
researchers and practitioners to interact, cooperate, and
compete in solving problems in data science, machine
learning, and predictive analytics. It has tremendous suc-
cess in the data science community, including industry,
with over one million members, numerous challenges and
solutions, and high community interaction.

IV. MOCOP: THE MODEL CLONE PORTAL

We propose the MoCoP to address the issues we identified
in MCD and to foster MCD research and practice. We intend
for it to act as a central hub for MCD research with practical
information, pointers to literature, tooling, and a platform for
community interaction. Although inspired by existing model
repositories and initiatives, our vision is very much focused on
MCD, yet going beyond the scope of individual repositories.
Hence we advocate a separate portal. We plan to have the
following features in the short and medium term,

1) Different tools along with configurations and documen-
tation, presented in a convenient way. For example,
dockers for easy deployment and use.

2) Facilitation of continuous growth of knowledge and
tooling through implementation and revival of relevant
techniques, ranging from graph isomorphism approaches
and other unavailable tools from the literature.

3) Exploration of how and to what extent the state-of-
the-art code clone detection tools can be adapted and
enhanced for operating on models.

4) An investigation feature for existing tools for different
modeling languages, concrete syntaxes and file formats,
e.g. via model transformations, conversions, or bridges.

5) A repository of curated datasets, standard corpora,
benchmarks for different types of models and tools.

We have made some preliminary progress towards MoCoP.
Based on these features, we provide our sketch of the envi-
sioned portal in Figure 2. We are constructing an initial body
of knowledge and temporarily publishing it through our model
management and analytics website2.

Longer term features include challenges, along the lines of
Kaggle competitions, transformation tool contests, and model
matching challenges. Another feature is a forum for discussing
various MCD topics, sharing publications, models and tools,
which we believe will be very beneficial. While MoCoP is
more than just a model repository, we acknowledge the specific
challenges for model repositories in general as identified by
Basciani et al. [34]. Thus we also wish to tackle some of them
in the long run including a service-based infrastructure, in par-
ticular model clone detection as a service; advanced querying
and searching for the artifacts; supporting heterogeneity and
scalability; and licensing and artifact management supporting
open science and reproducibility. We are in contact with the
Data Science Center at Eindhoven University of Technology,
and will continue to investigate infrastructure support and
inter-disciplinary collaboration opportunities by the center.

2https://modelanalytics.wordpress.com/mocop/
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Fig. 2. Mock-up illustration of MoCoP, showing available tools.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we address challenges in MCD and propose a
portal to help tackle them, foster MCD research and practice,
and support the MCD community. The immediate next step
is to realize the portal with the basic components, that is,
the data, tooling, documentation and body of knowledge.
As a central hub with additional input from other MCD
researchers, we wish to advance the state-of-the-art in MCD
through MoCoP. We are in the process of forming a body
of knowledge for MCD, and will enhance it with cross-
domain insights, for instance, code clone detection, approaches
for other modeling languages, and technical spaces such as
systems and knowledge engineering, data mining, and machine
learning domains. Researchers will also be able to benefit from
MoCoP in advanced studies into other important aspects of
MCD, such as annotation, validation, ranking and actionability,
usability, and applicability of existing techniques in industrial
contexts. We are optimistic about the opportunities such a
portal will afford for advancing MCD research, and look
forward to receiving and incorporating feedback from the
workshop and the modeling community in general.
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